2 days trip

Hi Christian and Paula
Here is an exemple of the typical 2 days trip with Dollygrace.
Everything is depending of the weather the day of the charter, but
we can re adapt something nice.
Basically there is 2 main options:
Option 1
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Friday

6 Pm departure to Maitre island,
You can enjoy the evening and night, have a drink and make a
barbecue outside the boat (yes there is one)
Early on the morning. You can feed the fish and swim with them,
most of the time you can
see some turtle there.

Saturday :
8-9 AM it’s the time to go to to Amedée light house before the wind
pick up too much.
If you come with your snorkeling gear, you can jump right in the
Coral Sea as soon as you arrive and start spotting Green Turtles
munching on sea grass in the crystal clear water near the jetty.
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You can eat there, swim and
visit the light house.
3-4 PM is good to go to to
math arriving at 8-9 pm.
Enjoying the sunset while
sailing there.
Mato is very nice small island with a coral reef all around

The nature is intact there. The mooring is quiet and you can be
confortable for the night.
Sunday
You can walk until the top and take amazing picture.
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It’s a nursery for the black fin shark, depending of the season you
can see many around there.
You can go win and do some snorkeling.
leaving in the afternoon to go back with the sunset to the marina.
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Option 2: Nice but longer trip would be better.

Friday
departure at 6 pm for Ile Ouen, arriving 10-11 pm.
very quiet mooring.
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Saturday
Ilot MATO: (as i explain on option 1)

On the afternoon, the plan is to go to the 5 island .(south lagoon)
there is many different island but the most exiting feeling is to feel
far away from everything ..
You can relax on the beach, eat something, snorkeling and enjoy the
nature .
There is a lots of fish because it’s a bit far from Noumea and less
people are fishing in those island.
You can sleep in UA or Uatio depending of the wind.
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Sunday
Enjoying those island on the morning and departing on the afternoon
with the tail wind witch is usually very nice sailing experience with
the sunset. arriving at 7 pm in the marina.

